Explaining the Magic of the Holigral Ark AngleTM
“Taking a turn for the better.”
You know, the universe is both real and imaginary, and this is called ‘complex’, not
meaning complicated, simply meaning “both real and imaginary”. The physics of
particles uses complex numbers, the physics of relativity uses complex numbers and
complex space-time, the physics of radio and light waves uses complex numbers and
complex spaces, and fluid mechanics addressing flight and flow also uses complex
mathematics. Light and radio waves corkscrew through real and imaginary space;
sometimes the wave is all real, sometimes it is all imaginary, but mostly it is a bit of
both. In the real-only world when the wave signal is full strength it is all real and
when it is zero strength it is all imaginary, but it still moves through space-time.
And we are complex: we have a real body and an imaginary mind. and the electromagnetic field (like radio) is what joins them up - it is the only thing that is both real
and imaginary. When a person’s electric field is broken, the mind loses control over
the affected body parts but can still perceive a “phantom limb”. Our mind can gain
control over the field and change the body and the field - and there are now plenty of
biofeedback machines that evidence this.
Where we move our awareness we also project a very weak field that another
sensitive body can pick up. For example, you have probably looked at another person
from behind and they have turned around and looked back; or you may have had a
feeling someone is watching you, turned and seen someone look away. This is
because the mind can detect the mind, the body can see and sense the real world,
and the electrical and magnetic fields are also open to sensing and interacting. There
is something more than physicality involved when two people look eye to eye anyone can feel this, and you probably have; you know there is more to life than just
the real world.
We call this “taking a turn for the better”. There are many old sayings like “taking a
turn for the worse”, “going round the bend”, “a screw loose”, “in a spin”; and these old
sayings hold grains of literal truth. So, when we engage both our body and our mind
at the same time, in relation to an object of focus then our reality can literally change,
and very fast. In the real-only world, when you turn round full circle you point in the
same direction, but in the mathematical world of complex numbers when you turn full
circle you move into a parallel plane. By turning a few times you literally corkscrew
into a sufficiently different reality where the former problem simply does not exist.
The Holigral Ark Angle is a way of accelerating people through changing their life for
the better. When a person sits strapped into a racing-car chair, setting up a focus of
awareness on a problem, and then is rotated or scanned in circles or arcs, accessing
different directions and perspectives, their perception and mind-field changes, under
their own direction and control - if both the real and the imaginary are properly
engaged.
The real is engaged because the body is moving. The body’s natural orientationsensing from moving is decoupled because turning around is literally different to being
turned around. This allows the prio-preceptive body sense to be involved in the
change through the turning. When a fixed mental focus and direction is set, then the
imaginary is also active, and then the turning magic can happen.
If a person is highly dissociated - for example, they have difficulty accessing mental
images or feelings or thoughts - then more setting-up will be required. But, over 90%
of normal, everyday people can get instant results using the Holigral Ark Angle.
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